Abstract-Coal moisture control process is a critical process in energy saving, pollution reduction and improving production efficiency and the quality of coke. To achieve precise control of coal moisture control system, against their strong coupling, large, nonlinear systems with time-delay characteristics using the RBF artificial neural network approach for modeling. And use the bionic BFO (Bacterial Foraging Optimization) according to the fitness to optimize the RBF Neural network parameters. Also compare the RBF Neural network performance optimized by these bionic BFO in order to achieve better results. This method provides a theoretical basis for accurate control of coal moisture process. To created the conditions for the reduction of energy and pollution with improving the quality of coke.
INTRODUCTION
CMC (coal moisture control) is a key procedure in coking to save energy, reduce pollution and improve productivity and quality. It is through direct or indirect heating that coal moisture is controlled within about 6% before putting into furnace and remain stable to ensure production with high efficiency and low consumption.
Coal moisture control system is a multi-parameter, strong coupling and non-linear system with large time delay, of which the model can hardly be established through mechanism. Online moisture monitoring on the dryer gate rarely provides reliable data for the disturbance of moisture and dust. In production, there is about 15 hour delay in detecting the moisture of coal out of the dryer and provides little reference to real production. Such large time delay can be handled when the moisture is stable, but will influence the effect of moisture control system when the coal moisture out of the dryer is quite sensitive to the weather in open-air coal ground in rainy season in southern China. Therefore, it is of great importance to find relationships between such parameters as steam consumption and flue gas temperature, moisture of coal in and out of the dryer under different conditions by analyzing and thus establishing control system to realize automatic online control of coal moisture.
For the modeling of coal moisture control, Ergun [1] adopts linear partial differential equation to describe the mathematical model of coal drying in prompt dropping phase assuming that evaporation only occurs in the surface of solid, which is not satisfactory to coal with complicated construction. For the strong coupling of coal moisture control, Gao Jianjun [2] provides a mathematical model based on equilibrium between moisture and coal and thermal balance of control volume with moisture control reactor as the control volume, to calculate the flue gas volume, temperature of in and out waste gas and effect of coal moisture before treating on the humidified coal powder and waste gas moisture. The study adopts Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) algorithm to establish and optimize the RBF Neural Network Model based on thermal equilibrium theory and relevant analysis so as to solve the problems occurs in other modeling.
II. PROCESS AND MODELING

A. Process
Coal moisture controlling system in Bao Steel is studied and indirect type steam tube rotary dryer, dust catcher, fluid reservoir, flash tank, draught fan, pipeline, steam tube and conveyer belt and etc., are involved in the system. Figure 1 shows its process.
In the process, there are over 30 factors that influence directly or indirectly the coal moisture after drying, including output, stream pressure, pressure of condensate tank, steam temperature, real steam flow, steam pipeline flow, main motor current, current of feed screw and discharge screw, current of draught fan, output of draught fan, CO strength in flue gas, steam flow heated by recycle gas, temperature of recycle gas, outlet gas flow rate, recycle gas flow rate, blast volume, pressure of dryer inlet, temperature of blast, pressure differences of dust catcher, gas temperature of dryer 3rd International Conference on Electric and Electronics (EEIC 2013) outlet, gas temperature of inset and outlet, gas pressure of inlet and outlet, bag temperature of catcher, dust hopper temperature, temperature and pressure of reverse nitrogen, oxygen content of desiccant and inlet coal moisture. By analyzing the data of coal moisture controlling based on thermal equilibrium mechanism and mathematical statistics theory and relationships between variables with the aim of saving energy and reducing consumption with high control accuracy, such independent variables most relevant to steam volume are identified to be as input and output of the control system, including coal to be treated, gas temperature of dryer outlet, inlet coal moisture, outlet coal moisture.
B. Modeling
For the characteristics of non-linear, multi-input and strong coupling and low accuracy of online detecting of outlet coal moisture, RBF artificial neural network is adopted for modeling. Figure 2 shows the structure, of which 1 x , 2 x …are inputs， 1 c ， 2 c ， k c are center vectors， Number of units in input layer: as the input layer is the cache of outer data and depends on the dimensions of input vectors, the number of units in input layer is set as 3.
Number of units in output layer: to simplify the system and save the cost of calculation, the number of units in output layer is set as 1.
Number of hidden units: is set as 8 after training 100 set data.
III. DATA ACQUISITION
The parameters of environment, operation and working of coal moisture controlling system and the period of coal in the rotary kiln are recorded in the field and sample coal is taken back to lab. Figure 3 shows the monitoring process. 
IV. PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Bacteria Foraging Optimization (BFO) is adopted for parameters identification and optimization of the model. First proposed by Passino in 2002, BFO is a newly developed nature-inspired algorism based on the foraging movement of E coli with the advantages of low sensitivity to initial value and parameters, good robustness, ease to realize and parallel nature and overall searching.
A. BFO Algorism
Four principal mechanisms are usually included in a BFO: chemotaxis, swarming, reproduction and eliminationdispersal. • Chemo taxis: Then in computational chemo taxis the movement of the bacterium i may be represented by:
• where Δ indicates a vector in the random direction.
• Swarming: The cell-to-cell signaling in E. coli swarm may be represented by the following function. • Reproduction: the function is as follows: ⑤ Move: Let
This results in a step in the direction of the tumble for Step7：If k Nre < , to back to Step3。 Step8 ： Elimination-dispersal: For i = 2,1 ..., S with probability ed P , eliminate and disperse each bacterium (this keeps the number of bacteria in the population constant). To do this, if a bacterium is eliminated, simply disperse another one to a random location on the optimization domain. If l Ned < , then go to Step 2; otherwise end. [4] [5] In the initial period of searching optimum, large step helps to avoid local optima and find the area where optima is while in the half period, small step helps to improve accuracy.
B. Adaptive BFO Algorism
Evaluate fitness to the step in chemotaxis to adjust step which each bacteria takes.
Step1: Evaluate fitness
where V is fitness, max X 、 min X are the boundaries of variables and J is fitness.
Step2: Tumble: generate a random direction unit ( ) i Δ to optimize steps according to the following function: 
C. Identification and Optimization
To improve the prediction effect of the model, BFO with step of 0.1 and 0.5, adaptive BFO algorism are used to optimize RBF network and the following are the procedures:
Step1: Train weight of each unit by RBF algorism;
Step 2: Calculate J=MSE of each network as its fitness;
Step 3: Search optima of fitness J by 5 algorisms to find the minimum value of which the corresponding weight is the optima of the network. As seen in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , when optimized by BFO, the convergence rate of parameters in RBF is 0.5 BFO, ABFO, 0.1 BFO, of which 0.5 BFO is faster.
For the parameters with high dimensions (the RBF network has 40 dimensions), 0.1 BFO leads to local optima.
D. Model Checking
From 720 sets data, 310 are chosen in the prediction model. As Figure 5 to 8 show that the difference of RBF network without optimization reaches as high as 18% with small difference in only limited areas, which leads to large difference in overall control. The accuracy of 0.5 BFO is high than that of 0.1 BFO ( 0.1 BFO leads to local optima), of which the difference remains within 10% and 13% respectively. The difference of ABFO remains within 11%, falling in between of above. From above, the RBF network optimized by BFO with 0.5 step yields the best result, adaptive BFO falls in between 0.1 BFO and 0.5 BFO.
V. CONCLUSION (1) A nature-inspired BFO modeling and optimization of coal moisture controlling system is studied and provided by analyzing its process and existed models.
(2) When optimizing RBF network by BFO, the convergence rate of BFO with 0.5 step is fastest and followed by ABFO and BFO with 0.1 step.
(3) When identifying RBF network by BFO, the accuracy is 0.5 BFO, ABFO and 0.1 BFO in sequence, with 0.5 BFO being the highest.
(4) BFO usually leads to local optima to RBF network with high dimensions (the RBF network has 40 dimensions). In the study, RBF network optimized by 0.1 BFO falls in local optima, of which the accuracy is lower than that of 0.5 step BFO.
